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EPISODE 41: BOTTLENECKS, BUREAUCRACY AND POLITICS
Irrespective of what stage of business is in, there may come a time when it may not be
growing as it should.
This is because with obstacles, hold ups or hand brakes show up that prevent the business
for developing and growing as it should
Some of these may be outside of your control, and may need a strategy to identify and
counter these specific challenges in order to keep moving forward
But some of these challenges or capacity constraints may be due to your own internal
operations, systems, even your own specific mindset
Yes, that’s right
The biggest obstacle and capacity constraint in your business may well be YOU
In this week’s podcast episode titled “Bottlenecks, Bureaucracy and Politics” we help you
identify what the handbrake in the growth of your business may be, and what you can do to
change it

BOTTLENECKS, BUREAUCRACY AND POLITICS

BOTTLENECKS (7 examples)
1 Inefficient Time Management
Suggestion - Plan your work, work your plan
-80/20 Rule to improving efficiency and results
2 Not enough Money
Suggestion - Collaboration
- Be Resourceful and come up with different solutions
- Wait.
3 Too many Distractions
Suggestion - Eliminate distractions
- Delegate and task prioritize
- Keep the main thing, the main thing
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4. Insufficient pipeline and Distribution Channels
Suggestion - Consistently relationships and Collaborations
- Focus on lead generation
- Expand your network regularly
5. Growing too quickly for your current systems
Suggestion - build systems where possible in advance of where you are
before you need them
- Ask Yourself…. “If my business grew by double or triple overnight,
would I be able to handle it “
6. Compliance - Correct licences, approvals, permits, registrations
Suggestion - Be aware of the necessary compliance requirements for your
business and industry
- Have a system in place to monitor this regularly
7. You

- you may be your own capacity constraint
- getting in your own way may be the reason for the bottleneck
- trying to control everything, and not empowering team to assist

Suggestion
•
•
•
•

Acknowledge that this may be an area that needs attention
Delegate
Consider getting a coach to help identify your own capacity
constraints
“Get out of your own Way”

BUREAUCRACY
The Harvard Business Review conducted a massive survey of 7000 readers on
bureaucracy in 2017 and this is what they found:
“Bureaucratic drag” slows work down, wastes time, and stifles innovation and causes
employees to focus too much time on internal matters rather than their customers
Whilst this mainly applied to larger organizations, has applications to small business as well
Biggest area they found this impacted was in slowing down work activities, and decision
making
Respondents spent 28% of their time on chores like paperwork and meetings, and often the
time needed to gain approval for the next stage of the project
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This is important for entrepreneurs and business owners to be aware of, because as their
business grows, this becomes more of a problem
What can be done to avoid this?
•
•
•
•
•

As business grows you see one-unit management progress to multiple units
(eg Marketing, IT, Accounting)
As this happens, there are more layers of approval that may need to happen
Determine if every unit needs to be involved in every decision
Determine if you need to be involved in every meeting
What can be delegated?

POLITICS
1.

It is a productivity Killer - spending a lot of time, and energy focusing on the games
and power plays that are distracting you from being focused on your business

2.
It increases Turnover - People who do not want to be part of such processes, will
leave and it takes time, energy and money to replace them
3.
Significantly impacts your company culture - The back biting, posturing and power
plays impact the trust within your company, and by extension determines the culture.
If the culture is one that doesnt best serve your business, or customers, you
have a problem
4.
Increases other risks to your business as may not have true honesty and
transparency with your team
- key decisions may not be made when they need to be because team may be
concerned more about the power play than the right thing by the business, the
owner, and their customers
What can be done to avoid this?
1. Set the tone and standard of the culture
2. Raise the standard and expectations of behaviour
3. Adapt an above the Line Culture (ref: Podcast Episode 12)
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SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS
1. Your company's ability to expand and grow may be affected by several
capacity constraints. Some of these may considered bottlenecks, issues with
bureaucracy and internal politics
2. Bottlenecks will show up a lot more in early stage business, with bureaucratic
and internal politics show up more as your company and business grow
3. Failure to adequately diagnose and have a strategy to address these issues
will quite often release the handbrake that has been holding back your
business

ACTION STEPS
1. Identify where a possible capacity constraint is in your business.
2. Is the problem a bottleneck, a bureaucratic problem or one of internal politics?
3. What do you need to do, and who do you need to become in order to address
this problem?

